
Keeping motivation up requires a drastic shift ,  especially during
challenging times .  The first shift needed is a change in energy. 

The masculine energy is typically much more structured than the
feminine .  I t 's  more disciplined ,  and very much self-fulfi l l ing .  I t 's  all
about the "doing" ,  actively making things happen.  It  has a lot of drive
and ambition.  The masculine is driven by reaching certain benchmarks .  I t
is preoccupied with getting to the next level ,  feeling like you're actually
growing on an incremental level .  You can measure your growth when
you're in the masculine dominated energy.  When you are experiencing
the opposite ,  there is need to shift your energy into the feminine .

The way that we show up stems from our intuition ,  what feels good and
what feels intuitively right from moment to moment .  There's less of an
expectation.  

Do you ever think ,  ' is  it  me? Am I just not a motivated person? Am I just
lazy? Am I just making excuses for myself? '  Do you blame yourself? If  so ,
the only thing that is our fault is your resistance to shift .  You might
notice yourself feeling a lack of motivation ,  feeling the disconnect ,
feeling exhausted for what feels l ike no reason.  

As you're learning to shift into more of a feminine energy,  you can fully
immerse yourself into the feminine and into the masculine in order to be
more responsive and more intuitive to both sides .

When you're in your masculine ,  when you're in your "doing mode" ,  be
fully in that .  That means put yourself in an environment where you are
fully committed ,  where you are dressed to fit  the part ,  where you don't
have distractions .  And then when you are in your feminine ,  where you
are lounging ,  and eating chocolate ,  and journaling ,  and meditating ,  be
fully there .  Know that is all  that you need to be doing.  Work on
eliminating the need to multitask .

So what does this mean?
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When you're halfway in ,  halfway out ,  that 's when you're prolonging
the process .  We need our feminine .  We need the sti l lness and the
listening to drive us into the masculine ,  to the creativity and the
production and the action phase .  

The next thing that you might notice when feeling a lack of
motivation is excessive exhaustion.  There's a lot of fatigue that 's
coming in and you're thinking ,  "Okay but I 'm really not doing that
much" .  This is common when you are embarking on your spiritual
awakening.  I t  is a drastic ,  energetic uplevel ,  which causes a lot of
exhaustion in your body and mind.  

You might notice body aches ,  mental exhaustion ,  and excessive sleep .
This because you are both eliminating the noise in your waking state ,
while also being called to go inward and to connect with your
subconscious mind.  If  you are being pulled into dreaming and
sleeping ,  then there is something waiting for you. There's a deeper
message that 's meant to unravel through your non-waking life .  

One thing you can do during this time is to start to keep track of your
dreams by keeping a dream journal .  As you continue tracking your
dreams,  you will  raise your own awareness of self and have more of a
connection to remembering your dreams and the messages that are
coming in for you.

You can deal with lack of motivation by venturing into the things
that you had put behind.  Maybe you wanted to start a business?
Maybe it  is t ime for you to pick up a side hustle? During this time,
you may not figure out your life mission ,  but you will  get closer to it
if  you allow yourself to connect with your subconscious .  What you
can do to combat this is learn how you can start following your own
joy.  This means ,  whatever feels good during the day,  do it .
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This doesn't  mean that you need to go pick up a new hobby or certain
new program. It  doesn't  need to be anything big .  Just ask yourself ,
'will  it  give me joy?' .  Start small ,  learn how to connect with your
intuition and build that belief that it 's  okay to l isten.  I t 's  okay to
desire and to follow through with that desire .  That leads to the
creation of a pleasure practice for yourself .  

Maybe you take a nice walk somewhere .  You find an element of
nature that you connect with .  Maybe you wear makeup,  dress up ,  and
feel playful ,  and you feel beauty and then connect with all  your five
senses ie ,  sight ,  smell ,  taste ,  touch,  and sound,  and find something in
each of those five senses that gives you joy.  

Find a way to incorporate every bit of your senses and give yourself
that pleasure and learn what it  feels l ike to enjoy that .  Maybe you set
aside an evening for yourself for hours where you dedicate to that
practice .  This is a really good way to build belief within yourself that
says "This is what I  enjoy,  and I 'm going to follow it . " .  And when you
follow your joy at a very physical level ,  that builds a sense of trust
with your intuition.  And then you can build your intuition and
graduate onto bigger things l ike making decisions for your
relationships or your career for your next step in life .  
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